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Mark Bittman: Running Low on Protein
By MARK BITTMAN
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It’s been almost two months since I began
training for the New York City marathon. I
had been running fairly regularly before — a
few days a week with the occasional
weekend long run — since March. But once
my weekly mileage surged past 25 miles a
week, I was tired much of the time. Not only
that, I’d often run out of energy halfway
through even four-mile runs.
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For advice, I contacted Madelyn Fernstrom, author of the book “The
Runner’s Diet.” Dr. Fernstrom’s credentials — a Ph.D. in psychology,
epidemiology and surgery, a board certified nutritionist, and fellow “Today”show regular — are impressive enough, but her forceful personality and
booming intelligence are even more so.
We met, she heard me out, then immediately declared my diet to be on the
“low end” protein-wise – which, she said, “would certainly cause fatigue,”
especially since I eat mostly vegetables and don’t typically consume
“complete” proteins (code-word for animal products). “Most of us,” she said,
“only become aware of possible low intake after dissecting our eating
patterns.”
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Later, Dr. Fernstrom, who is director of the nutrition and weight
management program at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center,
explained that while carbohydrates get much of the attention for runners,
protein matters too.
“Fatigue can come from lack of calories, protein or fluids,” she said. “When
you exercise, you are increasing protein synthesis in muscle and need more
amino acids to fuel this increase in synthesis.”
At her request, I kept a food log for a few days, but she suggested that I also
make three other changes immediately. One, I started drinking Gatorade
(we’re going to tackle a homemade recipe for that very soon; stay tuned)
during long runs. Two, I started eating an hour before every run of six miles
or more; usually that was a bowl of oatmeal or bulgur, or some peanut butter
and crackers. And three, I started eating a “concentrated protein,” usually
tofu, a can of sardines, an egg thrown onto whatever else I’m eating, or
something equally simple, right after six-miles-or-longer runs.
All of that definitely helped, the first two with the low energy during runs, the
last – well, hard to say, but I felt better. After a couple of weeks of this
routine, despite increased mileage, I felt more energetic and stronger during
runs; I felt like my recovery time approached zero; and I felt like my sleep
was restful. What more could I ask for?
When Dr. Fernstrom and I looked at my food log, it was clear that my protein
intake had indeed been on the low end “for an athlete,” she said. I thought
this odd, because I’m not an athlete. But at this level of training (and going
forward), she insisted that I qualified. (Yikes.)
Dr. Fernstrom notes that exercise scientists continue to debate the relative
importance of carbs versus protein, and in her experience, every runner
should try to find the combination that feels best to them.
“Having some protein before and/or after the run provides essential amino
acids,” she said. “It is not an exact science. Many runners consume protein
after the run and don’t like it before. I tend to think individual preference
works best here — as long as you get the amino acid boost.”
So now I eat that concentrated protein twice a day. My dinners are usually
hearty enough anyway; it’s just a matter of getting some into my lunches..
“Thirty miles a week is amazing,” Dr. Fernstrom told me. “You should be
tired. The good thing about exercise is that your fitness level will continue to
rise relatively quickly.”
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I am glad this article caught my eye - I am a vegetarian
who also began running in March, and am also just hitting
that 25/30 mile per week mark. After my first 13.1 mile
long run last Saturday I’ve been feeling lethargic, and
finding it hard to get through even my short 4 milers.
I will be increasing my protein intake for sure! Thanks for
the tip!
-Kate
— Kate
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Interesting! I am not a vegetarian, but I don’t eat much
meat or other protein - I am a pasta and rice gal to the
end! I typically run between 35 - 50 miles a week, along
with about five 45 minute strength training sessions. I
tend to get a HUGE dip in energy in the afternoon (I am
an AM exerciser) - I will have to look into adding more
protein in to the mix, although I admit, “a can of sardines
or an egg thrown in” does not sound all that appetizing!
— Sharon
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— Celia Sgroi
The Role of Alcohol in Harry Potter

“ There is alcohol in Harry Potter because there is
alcohol in the real-world. I am happy to see that
it is treated with such normality, and that the
characters actually remain coherent throughout
the film.”
— S.A.B
The Role of Alcohol in Harry Potter

“ Americans are so puritanical....Do you think
your kids are so stupid that they'll turn into
alcoholics because the characters in a movie are
seen drinking? ”
— Vern Golek
The Role of Alcohol in Harry Potter

“ Alcohol is part of real life. In other countries
people are not nearly so uptight about it. ”
— Annie
The Role of Alcohol in Harry Potter

“ I want to taste butterbeer, it sounds delicious!
And I hope its alcoholic. ”
— Anjuli
The Role of Alcohol in Harry Potter

“ Alcohol and drinking are facts in life, and will
not be wished away. Alcohol was not shown in
the movie to be entirely good: It made
Hermione behave a little foolishly and Hagrid
look really foolish. Whose idea was it to pass
laws about drinking, anyway? ”

“ I think we're desensitized to the presence of
alcohol and drug use in our popular media-which isn't making it an easier task in changing
adult and youth attitudes towards substances
that have harmful effects. Opportunities like
these are fantastic teachable moments and
learning opportunities.”
— Emer
The Role of Alcohol in Harry Potter
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“ I guess parents have to pay attention to this
aspect of the stories and be ready to discuss
responsible drinking with their kids. But aren't
they supposed to do that anyway?”

— Richard Stone
The Role of Alcohol in Harry Potter
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Dietary fat once again gets short-changed. Poor fat usually
only gets mentioned in reference to avoiding it, or how
this or that fat is “artery clogging” (contrary to any
scientific evidence). When people knew starches caused
weight gain, and had no fear of fat, we were a lot skinnier.
My how things have changed.
Whenever I’m training, I increase my fat intake as well as
keep my protein intake on the higher side. I add coconut
oil to smoothies made with heavy cream, perhaps a egg
yolk thrown in for good measure. Drown my green veggies
in butter. That kind of thing. Fat is absolutely essential to
heal and repair the body.
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It is of note to point out that runners also run a high risk
of becoming iron deficient anemic–which is another cause
of fatigue. Add female to that and the risk goes up. Add
vegetarian and it goes up even higher. (Kate!)
Get your iron in as well as your protein! (Iron with
Vitamin C helps it absorb faster … but calcium with iron
inhibits it). The cheap-o over the counter supplements
work well if your stomach can handle them. I take mine
with a gladd of juice to help.
— runner librarian
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I was a vegetarian running 40-45 miles a week and racing
in 10k and half-marathon races. I continued being a
vegetarian while training for triathlons (~20 hours a week
of training).
The problem with vegetarianism and mid to upper level
endurance sport racing is that it gets too expensive to buy
all the food you need! I was spending roughly $200 a
week on food. Couple this with the gear, cost of races, and
travel time (not to mention the ‘cost’ in time it takes to eat
5 largish meals a day between training sessions).
With these types of training schedules you can be a
vegetarian if you don’t mind the costs but it would have
been much less costly to just add in 4-5 meals of animalprotein. I would have felt fuller for longer, the key to being
productive and I would have needed to spend less on food.
I had to take a close look at being a vegetarian for
environmental reasons, all the wasted oil that goes in to
transporting the extra food I was consuming, the gear I
was buying, and me to races. And many times I was too
exhausted to walk or ride my bike to the store so I would
drive. I would ask myself, How much resources were going
into growing the extra food I was consuming? These
thoughts and the tangible costs in food and time put me
back into the omnivore category. That or less training.
— Sean
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I wonder if this explains a phenomenon that both my
girlfriend and I have noticed: We both exercise a lot on a
rowing machine, and we log our times and meters. After
reading Mark Bittman’s “Food Matters” this winter I
switched to a much more vegetable-intensive diet…not
that we were eating a lot of meat to begin with but our
protein intake has declined considerably. At the same time
we’ve noticed our rowing performance has declined as
well. Over the past few years it has taken me an average of
40-42 minutes to row 10 kilometers (which is roughly in
the middle percentile for a 50-year-old like me who is not
a competitive rower). But lately it’s been taking more like
45-47 minutes and I’m a lot more tired during my row. My
girlfriend has noticed the same effect.
— brad
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Here’s a related link I thought you might find interesting,
Mark:
http://www.endurancecorner.com/Protein_Bonk
— Zed
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I am very skeptical of someone suggesting that the
average american’s diet is lacking in protein. In fact most
americans have too much protein in their diet. Of course I
don’t know what TPP’s diet is exactly like or if she is a
vegetarian, but for most folks this would hardly be an
issue.
One thing I have noticed is that americans who become
vegetarian might lack the knowledge of traditionally
vegetarian cultures like in India who know what foods to
use to ensure adequate protien intake. E.g. Even though
many Indians are ovo-lacto or lacto vegetarians they do
have plenty of lentils (legumes/beans) in their diet. (It’s
called ‘dal’ if you happen to visit an Indian restaurant)
And there’s lots of varieties of them, so if have a few
different varieties in your diet then you get a complete
protein coverage even of you don’t have eggs/milk. So if
someone is becoming a vegan then it’s important to have
sources of protein in your diet.
The big problem in america is that the moment someone
hears you are a vegetarian, they automatically ask if you
are getting enough protein in your diet. It was asked by my
doctor and my physical trainer. The latter I had to
convince by giving a complete breakdown of the foods I
eat to show that protien was not an issue at all.
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For folks who still need more of it, one good option is
whey protein powder in skim milk, especially after lifting
weights.
FROM TPP — We’re not saying the average diet is
low in protein. Mark is mostly-vegan. This story is
about him and the role protein can play in
boosting energy for athletes. My diet is not low in
protein. I’m not a big meat eater, but I’m sure I
consume more than Mark.
— Shiv
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As a two-time Ironman and twelve-time marathon
finisher, and as someone who has been trying to go vegan
for about five months now (while still doing long-distance
endurance sports), I certainly appreciate the challenges of
getting enough protein in terms of time, money, and
convenience.
But there are some relatively easy, cost-efficient ways to
do it, such as a diet rich in legumes, tofu, and seitan, or by
enjoying one or two smoothies a day with soy protein
powder. My favorite is Hammer Soy from Hammer
Nutrition, but there are plenty of other kinds available. To
avoid overloading on soy protein and the potential
consequences of that, we mix the Hammer Soy with
unsweetened almond milk and fresh or frozen fruit. It
rocks.
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Teens texting and driving

Feeds
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I still miss yummy yummy steak (who could stay mad at
steak?) — and use some supplements to ensure I’m getting
the right amino acids, etc. — but our Hammer Soy
smoothies taste great and are far better for you and the
environment (and the animals) than animal-based
proteins.
— Dan
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I learned about the importance of the protein-rich
“recovery meal” from Brendan Brazier, a vegan Iron Man
athlete who’s written a few books about his nutritional
regimen.
Animal foods are certainly the densest source of complete
protein out there, but plant foods get the job done, too.
— Jonathan Fine
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Scott Jurek one of the best ultra-marathon runners in
history (7 time Western States 100 mile run winner, holds
the record time, too) is a vegan.
He seems to do pretty well without animal protein.
— SW
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I hope this gets Mark off his vegan tangent. There’s plenty
of responsibly raised meat in NYC for him to eat. I don’t
buy that he stopped eating it for environmental reasons.
And I’d love to see him get back to some good meaty
recipes! (Not that I don’t love Tofu, I do, but some balance
please!)
— betsy
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With respect to SW,
The article did not mention that anyone had to get the
protein intake from animals.
— gc
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Hi Mark,
I’m not so sure about all the flap about protein–it’s really
more getting enough high quality calories. Stick with veg
protein if you have to up your intake.
I’m an avid exerciser, and my husband does occasional
endurance runs-a 50 miler last November and a 50K this
weekend.
We’ve been mostly vegan now for over a year and don’t
notice any fatigue from lack of protein.
Hey, and Prince Fielder just had his best baseball season
since becoming a vegetarian.
We both have morning green smoothies with chard, kale,
carrots, & fruit. Supplementing mid-morning with nut
butters & sprouted bread.
Take a look at Rip Esselstyn’s book. He’s a former worldclass triathlete who has been a vegan for years now. His
physician father has 20 years of research to back up a lowfat vegan diet to prevent & reverse heart disease.
I’m always experimenting with seitan & tempeh–both
great sources of super high protein.
How about some vegan grilled sausages with rice, peppers
& onions?
http://www.happyhealthylonglife.com/happy_healthy_long_life/2009/07/summerfaves.html
Or: Fast Food for a Healthy & Delicious Plant-Based Diet.
Ginger Teriyaki Tempeh, Barbequed Seitan, Larabars,
Whole Foods Vegan Lentil Dal Burgers & McDougall
Instant Breakfast Cups
http://www.happyhealthylonglife.com/happy_healthy_long_life/2009/05/fastand-not-so-fast-food.html
Check out:
Some Q & A From The Esselstyn Father & Son Team: The
Plant Strong Fireman & The Plant Perfect Doctor
http://www.happyhealthylonglife.com/happy_healthy_long_life/2009/05/theplant-guys.html
— The Healthy Librarian
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During my marathon training (NYC three times. So much
fun- good luck, Mark!), peanut butter became my best
friend. I found I had more energy running after eating
peanut butter on whole wheat toast or a salt bagel,
accompanied by water and a small coffee in the mornings.
(Coffee? Yes.) When my energy dipped midday, apple
slices with peanut butter perked me back up (and had the
added bonus of reminding me of kindergarten snacktime). I know everyone is different, but after trying
different things, this worked for me.
-jackie of http://www.apublichealthyappetite.com
— Jackie

16. July 16, 2009
7:52 pm

How much protein/kg does an athlete require?
— AG
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I’m by no means an athlete, but I find that if I work out
(running, boxing, strenuous hiking) for more than an
hour, I recover faster if I combine sodium, potassium,
magnesium, and protein in a quick hit right after exercise.
My current favorite concoction is 8 oz of coconut water
quickly mixed in the blender with half a scoop of
unflavored whey protein powder. It goes down fast
because it’s not as thick as a fruit smoothie, and it’s fairly
low-cal compared to a sugary sports drink or energy bar.
— Lex
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Read the book “Fuel up” by Dr. Eric Sternlicht. the
answers to all your questions and more can be found
there. Look him up online, he’s the real deal. This ‘Expert’
you contacted sounds like she’s quoting 1970s era research
in terms of protein. Animal products are totally
unnecessary for human growth, development, and sport
performance. There is nothing low-quality about
vegetables as a protein source. additionally Soy is a
complete protein, equal to the animal protein’s he thought
you were lacking… but the only things those proteins are
required for is pregnancy and breastfeeding. As a man,
you have no need to ever really consume animal protein or
soy, and doing so will not do anything for your athletic
abilities.
women athletes don’t need them either, unless you are a
pregnant and breastfeeding woman athlete… in which case
i would recommend soy. if you have a soy allergy, 4 ounces
per day of milk/yogurt would be sufficient to get your
complete protein requirements without risking a
malnutrition birth issue.
up your protein to 1 gram per kilogram body weight (from
whatever source, mostly vegan is better) and you will see a
difference.
— adamas
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I agree with #11 and 14. i am vegan, and consider myself
an athlete (running ~25-30 miles a week, plus spinning,
strength training, doing pilates, and playing tennis). i was
vegetarian for 20 years before becoming vegan, but found
that converting to veganism drastically improved my
alertness, mental clarity, and energy level (not only in
terms of athleticism, but with job productivity and
academic performance as well). I also feel much lighter,
which is nice for running. Not so much weight on my legs.
As someone very committed not only to exercise but
overall health in general, it seems counterintuitive and
counterproductive to eat processed animal products which
pollute the body I am working so hard to keep fit.
Antibiotics, hormones, feces, urine, larvae, parasites,
bacteria and other such things are not healthy. That there
is even a debate about downer cows (cows so sick they can
barely stand) being allowed into the food supply should
clearly demonstrate that the meat manufacturers are not
making the health of the American public their first
priority. Furthermore, many meats aren’t the meats they
are labeled as (horse meat is often passed off as beef), so if
one is trying to moderate the types of animal protein they
intake, that’s another problem. I also learned earlier this
year about the standard practice of animal rendering —
when euthanized animals from shelters are processed into
meal for farmed fish to fatten them up. The article I read
was an investigative piece published by a USC newspaper,
and it was discovered that the conditions in these plants
was completely unsanitary. Oftentimes the workers would
not even bother to remove the collars off the animals
before boiling them. And I can’t imagine that consuming
the chemicals used to euthanize animals is good for you,
even several steps down the production cycle.
In the interest of full disclosure, I am an animal advocate,
but animal interests aside, following a vegan (or
vegetarian) diet is truly less harmful to the body (the book
“Skinny Bitch” articulates this point much better than I
can). Whether or not we are athletes, all of us who read
this blog care for our health, and with that in mind, it is
extremely important to consider food sourcing. While I
wish everyone would adopt veganism, I am realistic, and
understand that that is never going to happen. However,
for those who continue to eat animal products (even dairy
and eggs), I simply suggest that, if you are concerned for
your own well-being, try to learn more about the practices
of the farms that make the products you buy. Even visit
them if you can. Might make for a fun road trip. Certainly,
there are farms that operate by a more ethical standard, in
regard to both animal and human welfare, and if you can
support those businesses, many of them family farms, all
the better for you, the farmers, the animals, and the
environment.
As all of you know, nuts, lentils and tofu are great protein
sources and alternatives to animal products. I eat all those
things all the time. There are so many varieties of nuts and
lentils, and ways to cook tofu, I will never get bored. I’m a
foodie as much as an athlete! :) In addition, mushrooms (a
staple in my diet) are one of the most protein-rich
vegetables.
Anyway, there are a lot of options and there is a lot of
information out there. This is just my 2 cents. Happy
exercising…
— Jaya Bhumitra
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This is why I usually recommend Frances Moore-Lappe’s
ole Diet for a Small Planet as an excellent primer for the
vegetarian about protein - types and complementation for
completeness.
There are undoubtedly newer books, but hers is well
written (and re-issued) with good recipes too for the
vegetarian.
— Dr Zaglossus

21. July 16, 2009
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Oh. I also strongly recommend attention to protein intake
and types and when it is taken in for those who are
“dieting.”
— Dr Zaglossus

22. July 16, 2009
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Jaya:
What is your source for the statement that “horse meat is
often passed off as beef”?
Do you really think it best to refer to Skinny Bitch as a
good source for understanding why a vegan diet may be
best for humans? There are scientifically supported books
written by experts on these issues. Skinny Bitch is not one
of them.
All:
Personally, I have concluded than veganisn is not best for
the human body and especially not for this human body,
though my meat intake is extremely modest and
occasional. I do buy organic and, when possible, freerange/grass-fed and the like. I work to support sound food
policy at the state and federal level to change the culture
of food production in this country.
See if you can get out to see Food, Inc. (not playing widely
but google it and you’ll find trailers and some youtube
interviews with the producers).
We need to understand and seek to change the food
industry in this country; that is the best way for us to help
ourselves, our children and generations to come.
— Kathleen
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I am the mother of two teenage athletes/runners who run
between 5-8 miles per day. My daughter is vegetarian, my
son can’t have dairy and lives on fruit, bread and pasta
despite my constant nagging to eat more protein. Exactly
how much protein should my teenage runners have per
day?
Thank you.
FROM TPP — I’m working on getting you an
answer to this.
— Marjorie

24. July 16, 2009
11:33 pm
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Soy is not more environmentally sensitive than grass-fed,
organically raised beef - there’s lots of information out
there about this. After being an athlete for many years,
and vegan, I developed severe anemia and some other
health problems.
Each body is so different, and our requirements for
protein, carbs, iron, and so on is going to vary. I suggest
that women athletes, especially, pay attention to their
energy levels, cycles, and resist a dogmatic approach to
diet.
As Michael Pollan says, eat whole foods that contain
minimal pesticides and that come from environmentally
sound practices. Pay attention to your own needs.
— margaret
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I think that you’re tired, just because you’re not used to
train… it takes some time to adapt. Patience is what you
need…
I’m a vegan runner, running on average 40-50 miles a
week, training yearly for marathons & half-marathons
I’m also a big fan of trail running, I’m just coming back
from the Swiss Jura Marathon (From Geneva to Basel:
108 miles in 7 stage/day in Swiss Mountains with 13 miles
to run per day / by the way, some competitors of that race
ran 216 miles in total).
I was eating a bowl of porridge fruits in oats (soaked
overnight in water) & coffee at the breakfast (at 5am),
running my race so around 13 miles of trail in the
mountains (starting at 10am), post-run lunch just after my
arrival (muesli again, fruits, tofu/rie bread…), early dinner
(around 5-6pm). Of course you need to adapt your diet for
such grueling physical efforts, but the smaller are the
better so you’re used to what you eat and by so to digest
and fell better.
While racing, I’ve had quite some occasions to ear: “you
should drink sport drinks”, “boost you protein intake” &
“take supplements, vitamins”… logical in a way as we live
in a capitalist world, where all those foods companies just
want you to believe that you desperately NEED their
products.
Sorry to say that I enjoy a diversified, tasteful & colorful
100%plant-based diet without any signs of physical
fatigue or weakness. Of course, part of the diversity in my
plate, I have good sources of protein (eg, soyfoods,
legumes, whole grains).
I would just advise to peak intensity & volume of your
training gradually without expecting that any activity
wouldn’t have an impact on your overall level of tiredness.
Enjoy eating plenty of colorful & flavored food while
training as you’re burning a bit more calories than before.
kristof
— kristof
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